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L. Kristoferson and K. Fredga

Royal Institute of Technology, Department of Plasma

Physics, 100 tu Stockholm 70, Sweden

ABSTRACT

A laboratory experiment has been made where a plasma

stream collides with targets made of different materials

of cosmic interest. The experiment can be viewed as a

process simulation of the solar wind particle interaction

with solid surfaces in space, e.g. cometary dust. Special

interest is given to sputtering of OH and Na.

It is shown that the erosion of solid particles in inter-

planetary space at large heliocentric distances is most

likely dominated by sputtering and by sublimation near

the sun. The heliocentric distance of the limit between

the two regions is determined mainly by the material

properties of the eroded surface, e.g. heat of sublimation

and sputtering yield, a typical distance being 0,5 a.u.

It is concluded that the observations of Na in comets at

large solar distances, in some cases also near the sun,

is most likely to be explained by solar wind sputtering.

OH emission in space could be of importance also from

"dry", water-free, matter by means of molecule sputtering.

The observed OH production rates in comets are however

too large to be explained in this way and are certainly

the result of sublimation and dissociation of H~0 from

an icy nucleus.



INTRODUCTION

Experiments have been conducted in the laboratory with a

proton plasma of a few hundred electron volts translation

ion energy colliding with solid targets of different com-

position. The light phenomena of the interaction have

been observed spectroscopically, and the density structure

of the clouds that build up around the obstacles studied

by plasma probe and laser interferometric techniques.

Consideration has been given to the different mechanisms

that release matter from the surface of the targets.

(Kristoferson 1975).

The plasma protons in the experiment have energies compa-

rable to that of the solar wind protons and we feel that

the results obtained may have some significance to cosmic

problems such as the solar wind interaction with small

unshielded bodies in the solar system, e.g. cometary and

zodiacal grains.

There are basically two mechanisms in interplanetary space

which are responsible for the liberation of atoms, mole-

cules and particles from dust grains, i.e. sublimation due

to solar heating and sputtering due to solar wind particle

interaction. Regarding release of matter from cometary

nuclei, there is general agreement that the main properties

can be satisfactorily explained by solar heating and

sublimation from the solid nucleus and the subsequent

dissociation and ionization of the liberated gases. However,

as we will discuss, also sputtering is likely to be a

relevant mechanism in explaining some details, e.g. the

appearance of certain metallic spectral lines, especially

Na. Sputtering of molecules from complex materials, espe-

cially OH-radicals from metal hydroxides such as A10H and

MgOH may also contribute to the molecular bands observed

in space.



A solar wind laboratory experiment

In this experiment we use an electrodeless thetapinch

plasma gun to accelerate the hydrogen plasma. This fast,

magnetized, collisionless plasma collides with cifferent

targets placed in the plasma stream. The present experiment

is aimed at studying the surface phenomena when "»"he plasma

hits the obstacles. Earlier experiments performed with

the same equipment have been aimed at studying the dyna-

mical processes when the plasma streams around the ob-

stacles (Kristoferson 1969, 1971), and have been used as

simulation experiments on the solar wind - Moon inter-

action-

A detailed report on the experimental arrangement and

parameters used in the present work has been given in an

earlier report (Kristoferson 1975).

The impinging protons erode the surface of the targets by

various mechanisms and the targets rapidly become surrounded

by a plasma cloud, consisting of piled-up stream particles

and particles released from the targets. The released par-

ticles are rapidly ionized and excited in the cloud, and

the light from those particles makes it possible to observe

and identify them spectroscopically.

The targets were chosen from materials of general cosmical

interest like quartz, soapstone, aluminium- and magnesium

hydroxide as well as pure metals. Table I gives a list of

the used targets and indicates also their main coi.stituents.

Scaling laws

When conducting space-related laboratory experiment one

immediately runs into difficulties concerning appropriate

scaling of the involved parameters.

Traditionally one has usually followed certain well-known

scaling laws for plasma systems, often referred TO as



Vlasov scaling laws (see e.g. Schindler 1969). It is

however impossible to simultaneously scale all parameters

concerning dimension, time, density, particle energy,

velocity, temperature, electric and magnetic field

strength, current density and so on in a correct way.

For example the thermal and magnetic pressures, nkT and
2

B /2y , transform differently when the linear scale is

changed. This means that their ratio, the thermal 8, cannot

be preserved if the mean free path is scaled correctly.

The scaling laws permit systems of moderate sizes, less

than 100 km, to be reasonably well scaled down to labora-

tory dimensions. For more extensive systems like for

instance the interaction of the solar wind with large

cosmical bodies, such as e.g. the Moon, one is obliged

to use "qualitative scaling", where the quantities are

kept as far as possible qualitatively the same in the

experiment as in interplanetary space (Fälthammar 1974),

or to sacrifice one or some of the parameters.

Using qualitative scaling, the requirements reduce to

keepiiTg" certain characteristic parameters which are small

respectively large in nature correspondingly small or

large in the model experiment. Only parameters of the

order of unity need to be preserved. The ratio between

the plasma mean free path and the size of the obstacle,

e.g. the Moon, is one example of such a characteristic

parameter, the thermal 0 another. Fahleson (1967) have

listed a number of such parameters in the form of dimen-

sionless numbers that characterize the importance of dif-

ferent processes.

Experiments using the above mentioned types of scaling have

been called configuration simulations. Such experiments in-

clude e.g. simulation of interaction of the solar wind

with the Moon, the Magnetosphere or Comets (e.g. Kristofer-

son 1969, 1971,Srnka 1973, Andriyanov et al. 1975, Danielsson and

Lindberg 1965, Kubo et al. 1970.Danielsson 1968). However, many im-

portant aspecrts of different processes



can be studied by so called process simulation, where

only one particular process common to the experiment and

the space phenomenon of interest is simulated. Consequently

then less stringent scaling is required than for the total

system.

The present experiment is an example of a process simulation.

In this case the process of cosmical erosion can be studied

and some conclusions regarding sputtering in space can

be drawn. Important plasma parameters in this context are

the kind and energy of the impinging particles, since

those parameters have to be conserved in order to simulate

energy-depending processes. The plasma stream protons in

the experiment have energies of about 3-400 eV, comparable

to the solar w u J energy. Oth^r relevant experimental

parameters are listed in Table II.

Diagnostic techniques

Density and temperature measurements of the free plasma

stream have been made with the unsymmetric floating double

probe technique (Lindberg and Kristoferson 1970).

With a laser interferometer it has been possible to measure

the density in the region near the front surface of the

targets, a region where probe measurements are necessarily

very unsatisfactory.

The targets were placed in the plasma stream with a free

surface towards the gun. The light from the interaction

is observed via a monochromator (Jarrel-Ash, f 1:9, focal

length 0,5 m. dispersion 16 A/mm) where the exit slit is

replaced by a camera or an image intensifier (EMI 9693).

The monochromator is mounted with the entrance slit parallel

to the plasma flow, and imaging a region in front of the

target. Thus the length of the spectral lines obtained

show the extent of the target light source radially out-

wards in front of the target (Fig. 1).

The monochromator can be used in two modes; time-integrated



or time-resolved. In the integrated mode, without intersi-

fier, the camera shutter stays open during the whole ex-

periment- The stream duration is of the order of 10 us.

About 100 superposed interactions are th<=>n required to

get one spectrogram on the film, (Polaroid 107 or Kodak

2485 (3000 ASA)). A low pressure Hg-lamp is us«*d for' wave-

length calibration.

In the time-resolved mode the image int^r.sifier is used

as a shutter. The light gain is usually 103 and the ex-

posure time 0.1 ys. With this technique the spectral reso-

lution is much poorer than without the intensifier and the

time-integrated mode is therefore used for identification

of the spectral lines. From the time-resolved measurements,

a complete time-sequence of the development of a spectrum

as the plasma stream hits the target can be built up of

a series of exposures from different shots, as shown in

Fig. 2.

The spectrograms cover the region 3000-4400 A, in some

cases extended to 2300-6000 A. Using an entrance slit of

100 y the spectral resolution is then about 0.2 Å in the

time-integrated case.

Some experimental results of relevance to space phenomena

When the plasma stream hits the target, particles are

rapidly eroded from the target surface and the target be-

comes surrounded by a plasma cloud. The cloud consists

partly of piled-up stream particles and partly of particles

released from the targets. The density of the cloud is very

different for the different targets, and since the plasma

stream is the same for ail targets the difference in cloud

density depends on the target material and the efficiencies

of the various erosion mechanisms operating on the target

surfaces.

An important parameter is the heat of sublimation or vapori-

zation of the target material and the cloud density is in-



versely dependent on this parameter. The density in the

case of a polyethene target is for instance one order of

magnitude larger than for the metdl targets. (The heat

of sublimation for polyethene is 0.15 eV/particle and

for gold 4.0 eV/particle , cf Table III).

Other factors that have strong influence on the cloud

density are the structure of th*> surface of the target

and the amount of gases absorbed or dissolved in the target

material. Both those factors are probably important for

the high density observed around porous targets, such as

gibbsite Al(0H>2 and brucite Mg(OH)2, which consists of

pressed powder. They have a rough surface, and are prac-

tically impossible to outgas completely, in spite of heat-

ing. On the other hand, hardsintered and more compact

targets, such as Al-O,, have a low cloud density of the

same order as the metals.

The released and the piled-up particles in the cloud are

rapidly ionized and excited and the whole, area in front of

the targets emits strong light consisting both of a line

and a continuous spectrum. The time-integrated spectra

from this region show striking similarities for all targets.

Two main types of spectral lines can be observed, in most

cases clearly distinguished by their length, i.e. their

radial extent in front of the target (see Fig. 1, 2, 3).

Most of the bright and long lines are common to all

targets, and come from ionized oxygen, carbon, nitrogen and

silicon. The origin of these lines are impurities on the

target surface or in the background gas in the vacuum

vessel. The observations suggest the silicon vacuum oil

vapour as the main impurity source (0, C, Si) together

with atmospheric gases (N, 0).

Lines from other species are specific to the type of target

used, e.g. Cu-lines from the copper target (see Figs. 2

and 3) and represent atoms released by erosion processes

acting on the target body material, mainly sputtering. The



common lines indicate an extended atmosphere with a

radius of about 10 cm, whereas the sputtered ir.etal lines

are shorter, usually extending radially only a few centi-

meters .

Molecular bands in the spectra are identified in several

cases, and all belong to the specific spectral lines. Two

OH-bands, (A2Z*-X2ir) at 3090 and another at 2820 A are

seen e.g. in the gibbsite and brucite (AMOH^ and Mg(0H)_)

spectra (Fig. 3). The spectra of the polye-th^ne and

paraffine targets show extended bright bands of C^ to-

gether with CH and possibly higher hydrocarbons.

In the quartz (SiO,) target spectra some of the most per-
1 1sistent bandheads of the ir- E transition of SiO are =e-?n

+ 22as weak features in UV. A strong SiO ( E- E) band at

3833 A is identified in all the silicon-containing targets

(quartz, aluminiumoxide, glass, minerals).

The target atmosphere consists of several regions with dif-

ferent extension from the surface. The layer near the sur-

face consists of sputtered molecules, atoms and lowly

ionized ions from the target material. The time-resolved

spectra show those particles to have moderate expansion

velocities of the order of 10 m/s, corresponding to a

few eV. Further out the atmosphere consists to a large

extent of impurity ions, mainly from adsorbed surface

particles or residual gases in the vessel. The observations

indicate an apparent high expansion velocity of this part

of the cloud, of the order of 10 m/s, possibly due to a

rapid mass motion of the particles, or a piling up of

stream particles.

Of the above mentioned results there are particularly two

observations that are of general interest in cometary

physics. The experiment shows that pure metals are sput-

tered from complex target materials. Of special interest

is the observation of sodium (Na) atoms and ions from

glass and silicate targets. Sodium is the most commonly

observed metal in cometary spectra.



The experiment also shows that a variety cf molecules can

be directly sputtered out from complex targets, and of

special interest here is the observation of OH-radicals

from metal hydroxides and some minerals.

A time resolved spectrum of copper is shown in Fig. 2, and

time integrated spectra from three of the targets, Mg(OH)?,

Cu and soda lime glass, are shown in Fig. 3a, b and c.

Cometary observations

There are several excellent general reviews of comets

available, see e.g. Mendis and Ip (1975), Marsden (197U)

or Kuiper and Roemer (1972), here we will only mention

some details relevant to our experiment.

The role of dust and solid particles in the mass and

energy balance of comets is very far from being satisfac-

torily understood. To some extent this is due to the

limited knowledge of the chemical composition of cometary

matter. The amount of dust relative to the amount of gas

differs very much for different comets. This may partly

be the consequence of an exhaustion of dusty and volatile

materials. "Old" periodical comets which have passed near

the sun many times are usually poor of dust, whereas "new"

ones coming directly in from interstellar space often

are dust-rich. The differences may however also partly

be of intrinsic origin and depend on variations in cometary

constitutions.

The cometary model now generally accepted is Whipple's

"dirty ice" model (Whipple 1953), which postulates a small

solid nucleus consisting of a matrix of dust, small

boulders, ice and frozen gases. As the nucleus vaporize

and the gases expand, dust grains are dragged outwards

into the regions where they come into contact with solar

wind particles. Other types of models have how?ver also

been proposed where the nucleus is more diffuse and con-

sisting of a swarm of particles (Alfven and Arrhenius 1970).

Even though comets differ much in their appearance there



does not seem to be a need for several completely different

kinds of comet. Rather small dif*"or"?nces in the abundance

of elements in the nucleus are in many cases sufficient

to account for the observed variations in th<= spectra

and appearance of comets.

The chemical constitution of cometary dust has mainly been

studied by two methods; analysis of optical spectra and

direct analysis of particles associated with cometary

meteor showers, sampled in the Earth's upper atmosphere.

No conclusive results have yet been reached on the chemical

composition. However, carbonaceous chondrites have been

suggested as one possible model (Delseirm" 197 3, Brownlee

et al. 1974), silicates as another (Maas et al. 1970).

A large number of metallic lines have been observed in

cometary spectra, in most cases near perihelion within

a few tenths of an a.u. These observations are usually

interpreted as the result of the liberation of metallic

atoms from the heat resistant dust grains, as th°y are

heated and rapidly sublimate near the Sun. Measurements

in the infrared show that the temperature of the cometary

dust is somewhat higher than what is expected from black

bodies. This points to very small particles, of the order

of 1 ym, or particles of a complicated, fluffy structure.

The atomic line spectra show presence of Na, Fe, Ni, K,

Cr, Ma, V, Co, Cu, Ca and possibly Mg, Si, Al, Fe and Sr

(Marsden 1974). Na is an exception in this collection, as

it is observed already at solar distances of about 1 a.u.

Definitive outer limits for the appearance of metals are

however not clearly established and further observations

would be of great interest.

A particularly interesting observation of Na is that of

Spinrad and Miner (1968) where they observe Na-atoms in

the head of comet Ikeya-Seki 1965f to be ejected towards

the Sun, both when the comet approaches and retires from

perihelion.
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A large variety of molecules, neutral or ionized, are

observed in comets, among them OH (Mendis and Ip 1975).

The emission from those molecules usually constitute the

main source of light in comets. The observation of comets

far out from the sun suggests that many of those molecules

are bound in matter with low heat of sublimation, e.g.

clathrates or metallic carbonyls (Kuiper and Roemer 1972).

Erosion in Space

There are basically two mechanisms in interplanetary space

which are responsible for the liberation of single atoms

from the solid surfaces of dust grains: sublimation due

to solar heating and sputtering due to the solar wind

interaction. The electromagnetic radiation environment of

dust particles in interplanetary space is relatively stable,

depending mostly on distance from the sun. The momentary

particle radiation environment is however much more varying,

depending on the large variation of the solar wind para-

meters in time, local screening by Shockwaves etc. Mean

solar wind parameters have been established (Whang 1971)

and an inverse square law for the mean flux dependence on

solar distance turns out to be a fairly good approximation

out to a solar distance of several a.u.

Only a few sputtering studies have been performed on complex

materials of cosmic interest (Carter and Colligon 1968,

Tsong et al. 1973). Most published data are results of

analogies with experiments on pure materials. For typical

meteoritic materials and sputtering particles of typical

solar wind kinds and energies existing results however
-2 -1point on mean sputtering yields of 10 -10 atoms/ion

(Wehner et al. 1963, McDonnel et al. 1972). This corresponds

to a mean sputtering backflux, z , of about
ID 11 -9 -1 sputT

3*10 -3-10 •*• m s from solid surfaces in the solar
~1 — 2wind at 1 a.u. (i.e. 10 -10 of the mean solar wind

flux at that distance, 3-1012 m" 2s" 1).

Sublimation of solids into vacuum is usually described by

the Clausius-Clapeyron equation, derived from equilibrium
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conditions (Zemansky 1957). In our case we may use the

simplified form

_2
where p is a pressure constant (Nm ), m is molecular

mass (kg), k Boltzmann's constant, T temperature (K),

L heat of sublimation (eV/part), and z . sublimation
_2 -i D

flux from surface (m s ).
eL

p can be computed applying Troutons rule, by which p=

is approximately the same for many different materials

(at the boiling point), and is taken to be 10

A list of energies of vaporization or sublimation for

various materials of cosmical interest is presented in

Table III. The vaporization values serve as approximates

for the energies of sublimation, when they are missing.

The temperature of interplanetary dust grains which

according to eq. 1 governs sublimation rates depends on

solar distance and particle type. Two main cases can be

identified. One where the radius of the particle is

larger and one where it is smaller than the wave-length

of the absorbed radiation, typically 0.7 \i (Gahm et al.

1975). Gahm et al. find two relations for the grain tem-

perature, which we use here, one for "large" and one for

"small" grains

H = K • -ij ("large" grains) (2)
rD

U = •£ • K • -K ("small" grains) (3)

where K is a constant, rD is solar distance and \^ and A,

are the mean wave-lengths of absorbtion and emission

(0.7 and 5 pm). Using eq. (2) and (3) in eq. (1) we can
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now get approximate values of sublimation rates as a

function of solar distance, sublimation energy and

molecular mass.

Theoretical sublimation and sputtering rates for various

values of heats of sublimation and sputtering yields are

plotted together versus solar distance in Fig. 4a for

the large particle case, and in Fig. Ub for the small

particle case. The computed results are in good agreement

with values given by Dushman (1962).

As indicated in Fig. 4 the simple model used her" is

however not applicable for high sublimation fluxes ,
91 ?? -"2—1

above about 10 -10 m s , since the energy outflux

from a surface due to the sublimated particles is then

a considerable fraction of the total energy influx due

to the solar radiation. The surface is therefore cooled

by the sublimation, and rates consequently diminished

compared to the model. Below this limit however, the

energy balance (and hence grain temperature) is dominated

by radiative processes.

Even if no detailed predictions of actual erosion rates

can be made from the data presented here, Figure 4 indicates

that for each value of L there are two fairly well defined

regions in space, each dominated by one of the erosion

mechanisms. One region near the sun, where sublimation

dominates over sputtering, and another further out where

sputtering dominates (Fig. 5a, b).

A grain in interplanetary space is also accreting matter,

the rate of which depends on the energies and densities

of surrounding ions, electrons and atoms, sticking coeffi-

cients, the electric change of the grain, collisions with

other grains etc. The balance of matter, i.e. whether a

grain will grow or shrink, is thus the result of a large

variety of processes and properties pertaining to the

grain and its surroundings.
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Discussion

As shown in Fig. 5 the erosion of interplanetary solid

matter can be dominated by either sublimation or sputtering.

It is however not likely that the sublimation of various

solids takes palce at the rates indicated by eq. (1). On

the contrary it is established that actual sublimation

rates are often considerably smaller, sometimes by orders

of magnitude.

Sublimation studies of compounds are very rare and any

figures on effective sublimation rates for matter in

mixtures are therefore rather speculative. Impurities in

the bulk material have been shown to have a strongly

decreasing effect on the rates (Somorjai 1969), which is

important in our context since pure materials are of

little interest in space physics. It is also doubtful to

base predictions of sublimation rates into vacuum on

equilibrium vapour pressure date. Actual values are often

much smaller (Somorjai and Lester 1967). The number of

non-equilibrium sublimation studies is however still very

limited. The role of sublimation of solids in Foace may

therefore in many cases be overrated, and e.g. evaporation

lifelengths of dust particles consequently underrated.

The arguments above indicate that in reading Figs. 4 and 5

for various materials one should use higher values of L

than those given in Table III. This would result in a

shift towards the sun of the division between the subli-

mation and sputtering regions. The sputtering region is

increased.

Regarding the general properties of comets, however, there

is a general agreement (Mendis and Ip 1975) that they can

be satisfactorily explained by solar heating and subsequent

sublimation of the icy matter in the nucleus. A large

variety of molecules, neutral or ionized, are observed in

comets, among them OH (Mendis and Ip 1975). The relationship



between the production rates of OH, 0 and H in the

observed comets clearly points towards an icy, or "wet"

cometary model with water as a primary "parent" molecule.

Production rates of many other main constituents also

biggest sublimation and subsequent dissociation of a

number of "parent" molecules as their source. Sputtering

is however likely to be a relevant mechanism in ex-

plaining some details, e.g. the propertips of certain

metallic spectral lines.

Regarding Spinrad and Miners (196 8) observations of

sodium atoms ejected towards the sun we peopos^ sputtering

by solar wind of the cloud of dust particles surrounding

the comet's nucleus as a more likely mechanism than the

release by chemical explosions they refer to. The ejection

velocities, a few km per second, corresponding to a few eV,

are typical of sputtering velocities (Fig. 6) and it is

also hard to conceive any exothermic chemical reactions

induced by solar radiation and capable of giving sodium

this relatively high energy outwards from the solar

exposed nucleus surface. Sodium bearing silicates are

also very likely to be one of the components of cometary

dust, and neutral sodium atom sputtering by solar wind

particles from such materials were demonstrated in the

laboratory experiment by Kristoferson (1975).

The observations above are made in a region rather close to

the sun, within 0.1 a.u., which according to Fig. 5 is

well within the sublimation region. Na D-lines in comets

are however observed as far out as beyond 1 a.u., a solar

distance where sputtering in many cases dominates over

sublimation, especially if the actual values of L are

higher than the theoretical ones as suggested above.

We thus conclude that solar wind sputtering of cometary

matter is likely to be a relevant liberation mechanism

for cometary and other interplanetary matter in space,

at least for sodium near the sun. Further out we have no

direct evidence, but theoretical considerations indicate
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that sputtering should be dominating over sublimation

for most materials beyond about 1 a.u. For materials with

high values of L (see Table III), the sputtering region

could extend to as near the sun as 0.2-0-3 a.u.

There are however two major uncertainties regarding cometar>

erosion: determination of L and possible braking of the

solar wind by the cometary atmosphere. As pointed out

above a proper determination of the effective L is not

possible at present, partly due to the unknown composition

and structure of cosmic grains and partly due to unsuf-

ficient knowledge cf the sublimation mechanisms. Like-wise,

too little is known about the solar wind interaction with

comets in order to make definite statements of the stream

properties when it hits the outer parts of the dust coma.

Particle velocities should however be well over the

threshold of sputtering, which is of the order of 10 eV,

and free stream sputtering yields should be a good approxi-

mation.

In this context it is interesting to note the possibility

of another source of particles enei'getic enough to contri-

bute to the grain erosion, namely electrons accelerated to

about 1 keV in discharges through the cometary atmosphere

d p and Mendis 1976), generated by the solar wind inter-

action.

As also shown by the experiment, the presence of OH as well

as certain other molecules in comets need not necessarily

be a consequence of the presence of water or other "parent'

molecules, constantly sublimated from the ices in the

nucleus and dissociated by the influence of solar radiation

and particles. Sputtering, on the other hand, could provide

several of those molecules directly, be it in limited

amounts, given a suitable distribution and chemical compo-

sition of the solid matter sputtered.

In many cases one could thus think of OH produces from

"dry", water-free, matter in space. Such matter could
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consist of materials including aluminium- or magnesium-

hydroxide, which both can be regarded as simplified sub-

components of common meteorite minerals. In the labora-

tory experiment referred to (Kristoferson 1975) OH was

sputtered from those two materials (Fig. 3), but also

from targets of serpentine and olivine, other common

minerals of cosmical interest, although not as effecti-

vely as from the two hydroxides.

Sputtering depends on the area exposed to the impinging

particles, and sputtered species should therefore be

more likely to be observed in regions of space where

matter is finely distributed in small grains and where

temperatures are low in order to prevent significant

sublimation. (The division of a ] m block into submicron

sized grains increases the expoj : surface by a factor
7 8of 10 -10 ). The OH production in most comets is however

far too large to be explained by this type of mechanism,

even if the nucleus were to be completely divided into

a cloud of small dust grains.

The maximum surface of a comet that can be exposed to the

solar wind is surely much less than the full face of the

coma, which has a radius of say 10 km. (This maximum

means that the particles are distributed in such a way

that one should not be able to look through the cloud.)

Using a sputtering yield of 10 and assuming all sputtered

matter to be OH molecules we arrive at a maximum total pro-

duction rate of 10 s a 1 a.u. Even these unrealistic

assumptions cannot take us closer than a fraction of a

percent to the observed OH production rates of comet

Kohoutek (1973 f), 10 -10/3 s x (Mendis and Ip 1975),

which also seems to be a typical value. The only other

comet for which reliable OH data have been published is

comet Bennet (1970k ) where Keller (1975) gives the rat»

2.0 (± 0.8) 1029 s"1.
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Conclusions

There are three main conclusions regarding interplanetary

plasma erosion to be drawn from this comparison between

space and laboratory phenomena. Firstly the observations

of Na at large heliocentric distances, in some case.,

also near the sun, is most likely explained by solar

wind sputtering. The observations of a sunward Na ejection

in comet 1965f near perihelion could thus be explained

as due to solar wind sputtering.

Secondly the production of OH in space from "dry", water-

free matter is possible by means of molecular sputtering

from several cosmically abundant types of materials. The

OH-production rates in comets Bennet and Kohoutek are

however too large to be explained by this process. Subli-

mation and dissociation of HjO from the icy nucleus are

here certainly the relevant mechanisms.

Thirdly it can be concluded that surface erosion by solar

wind sputtering dominates over sublimation due to solar

radiation at large heliocentric distances. The reverse is

true near the sun, and the heliocentric distance of the

limit separating the two regions depends strongly on the

material properties of the grain surface, e.g. the effec-

tive heat of sublimation and sputtering yield. A typical

distance is 0.5 a.u.
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Tabl" I

TARGET MAIN CONSTITUENTS

Metals

Copper

Gold

Cu + Au • G...

Au • Ag + Cu. .

Compounds

Aluminium • xide

Gibbsite

Brucite

Quartz

Glass (Soda)

Olivine

Serpentine

Organic compounds

Polyethene

Paraffine

A1.0- • CaO +

A1(OH)2 +

Mg(OH)

SiO2

SiO2 +

SiO2 +

SiO2 •

2 +

Na2C

MgO

MgO

) + CaO +

+ F*»0 + TiO

• TeO * Al 2

C + H

C + H



Table II

Experimental parameters

plasma density n

electron temperature T

magnetic field B

plasma velocity v-

nv.

Ei
nv

1 1

nv

E.

ion flux

ion translation
energy

ion energy flux

ion energy flux

electron flux

electron energy

electron energy flux nv E

stream duration

target size

Mach number

Alfven uach number

ion gyro radius

electron gyro radius

background gas density in vessel

mean

6-

4-

2-

2-

2-

<

10

10

10

10

10

values

19

5

- 2

5

25

300

10

10

10

10

10

10

10

1

10

10

10

27

8

26

27

-2

— 0

17

rrf3

K (10 eV)

T

ms" 1

m-V1

eV

eVm'V1

Wm"2

m" 2 s" 1

eV

eVnfV1

PS

m

m

m

m"3



Table III

Sublimation or evaporation energies for some materials of cosmic

interest. Evaporation data are given where sublimation data are

missing. As a rule of thumb sublimation energies are generally

about 10-20 % higher than corresponding evaporation energies.

Material

Ag
Al
Au
Ca
Co
Cr
Cs
Cu
Fe
K
Mg
Mu
Mo
Na
Ni
Pb
Si
Sr
Ti
V
W
Zr

A12O3

CaO

C rt ti».

Sublimation energy (eV)

3.0

4.0
2.1
3.7
3.8
0.8
3.5
4.1
0.9
1.5
3.2
7.0

3.7
2.1

2.0
4.3
3.7
9.1
4.8

0.15

Fe(CO),

MgO

NaCl

NaCN

Ni(CO),

SiBr,,

Stone

Sources: 1,

Vaporization energy (eV)

3.4

1.1

4.7

23.8

0.8

0.5

0.4

0.8

2.3

1.6

1.2

0.3

0.4

0.3

0.1

Zemansky, M.W., 1957, Keat and Thermodsnamics, McGraw-
Hill, New York

Eyring.L., Ed., 1969, Adv. in High Temp Chemistry,
Academic Press, N.Y.

öpik, E.J., 1953, Physics of Meteor Flight in the
Atmosphere, Interscience, New York, (for stone
meteors in the atmosphere)



light emitting gas cloud target

plasma stream

a)

spectrographic slit projection

10"

10

15 20 25 30 MS

Fig. la. The optical arrangement of the spectrograph images
a region on and in front of the target on th<=» sp^ctrogrdphic
film. In this way spatial resolution is achieved and the
extension of the light emitting region of ^v^ry atomic
species can be observed.

Fig. lb. Plasma particle flux at the target as a function
of time.
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Fig. H, Computed sublimation and sputtering rates as functions
of solar distance for materials with different heats of sub-
limation (L) and sputtering yields. Computations ar*» made
for grain material with » * 23. Thin straight lin#s show
sputtering, and thick curved lines sublimation rates.

Two cases »re shown, small and large particles (see text).
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Fig. 4. Computed sublimation and sputtering rat^s as functions
of solar distance for materials with different heats of sub-
limation (L) and sputtering yields. Computations ar*> made
for grain material with m = 23. Thin straight lin^s show
sputtering, and thick curved Hnes sublimation rat^s.

Two cases are shown, small and large particles (sf»e text).
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A laboratory experiment has been made where a plasma

stream collides with targets made of different materials

of cosmic interest. The experiment can be viewed as a

process simulation of the solar wind particle interaction

with solid surfaces in space, e.g. cometary dust. Special

interest is given to sputtering of OH and Ha.

It is shown that the erosion of solid particles in inter-

planetary space at large heliocentric distances is most

likely dominated by sputtering and by sublimation near

the sun. The heliocentric distance of the limit between

the two regions is determined mainly by the material

properties of the eroded surface, e.g. heat of sublimation

and sputtering yield, a typical distance being 0,5 i.u.

It is concluded that the observations of Na in comets at

large solar distances, in some cases also near the sun,

is most likely to be explained by solar wind sputtering.

OH emission in space could be of importance also from

"dry", water-free, matter by means of molecule sputtering.

The observed OH production rates in comets are however

too large to be explained in this way and are certainly

the result of sublimation and dissociation of H-0 from

an icy nucleus.

Key words Plasma simulation, Plasma Interaction, Solar

Wind Interaction, Cometary Interaction, Interplanetary

Grains, Sputtering, Surface Erosion


